The gap between the raw data from various data sources and the diverse intelligent applications has been an obstacle in the field of events analysis in online social networks. Most existing analysis systems focus on data from a certain single online social network platform and a limited range of analysis applications. To comprehensively understand events, the sources of data usually include multiple online social network platforms and different existing corpora. Thus, it is necessary to build a bridge to handle the online social data from different sources and support various analysis application requirements. In this paper, a unified semantic model for events analysis is proposed. The model contains well-designed classes and properties to tackle the lack of unified representation, and provenance information is also taken into consideration. The reasoning is supported to check the consistency of the data and to discover hidden knowledge such as tacit classification and implicit relationships. The schema mapping and data transformation methods are provided to handle the heterogeneous data from various online social network platforms and datasets. The design of the cross-media event analysis system is also presented. The comparison shows the advantages of this paper. The case study shows the applicability and effectiveness of our model and system.
domain-specific scientific data. These new peculiarities hinder the building of the data model. The new peculiarities come from two aspects: data and application.
From the aspect of data, the emphasis of the five Vs [10] big data characteristics of the online social data is different. The volume is no longer the most important challenge. The reason is that there are many full-fledged distributed databases and file systems now [10] . Variety has been an emphasis when dealing with the online social data. The origin of variety includes the wide usage of hypermedia, the variety of the types of entities and relationships, and the diversity of the social network platforms owned by different companies. Besides, the modern online news websites provide comment function, and the news articles on these sites can be shared to online social network platforms with only one click. The information can diffuse across different social networks and websites [11] . Usually, these news articles are much longer than posts in online social networks and contain more details. The data from both online social network platforms and news websites is essential for cross-media events analysis. Thus, the heterogeneity of online social data is one of the most important challenges. The data model should be expressive and extensible. The veracity of the online social data is sometimes questionable, because the data is collected from different sources by different crawler programs at different time, and the quality and consistency are usually not guaranteed. The value of the online social big data only appears when some algorithms or models are applied to a large amount of data, while a single record of traditional domain-specific scientific data can be very valuable. The hidden knowledge in the online social data is not straightforward. The velocity comes from the rapid growth of data, since a large number of users have been publishing posts from time to time. The data emerges in the form of data stream and is losable [12] .
From the aspect of application, the functional requirements are from multiple areas related to event analysis, including statistical analysis [13] , trends prediction [14] , influence evaluation [15] , topic detection [16] and so on. These requirements for applications lead to the coexistence of raw data collected from online social networks and derived data generated by applications. The coexistence aggravates the heterogeneity of data. Besides, the provenance information should be properly handled. Because users may want to know information such as how and when the data is generated or collected. The provenance information also helps to evaluate the veracity of an analysis result. Since new algorithms and models are proposed now and then, we should not expect the analysis system can contain them all. Third-party programs should be able to interoperate with the analysis system easily to make the data in the system more valuable. Thus, interoperability of the data model is very important.
There have been some efforts on building analysis applications or data models involving online social data (see Section II). However, most of them focus on some specific application fields, and do not discuss the details about how the data is modeled and processed in the system. When a new model or algorithm for a similar analysis function needs to be implemented, little can be reused. Some existing work only focuses on a limit range of analysis applications, and does not provide interfaces to interoperate with third-party programs. The lack of extensibility is quite common. Most data aggregation companies provide raw data in the format binding to specific social network platforms, and the preprocessing is inescapable. For example, the famous social media API aggregation company Gnip defines new extension properties for each specific data sources.
Aiming at bridging the gap between the raw data and the intelligent applications, we study the modeling of online social data for cross-media event analysis. As far as we know, there is no existing comprehensive work like this. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• A unified semantic model for cross-media analysis is proposed. The model is expressive enough to handle the heterogeneity of online social data. Based on semantic web technologies, the model and the data instance can be accessed in a standard way, instead of being embedded in hard-code. Thus, third-party programs can interoperate with the cross-media analysis system easily. Besides, the model can be extended as needed. The schema mapping and data transformation methods are provided. By supporting reasoning, hidden knowledge can be discovered and the consistency of the data can be checked.
• The cross-media event analysis system based on the unified semantic model is presented. The architecture and some key components are introduced. The demonstration and case study show the effectiveness of our work.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly reviews related work. Section III presents the unified semantic model. Section IV presents the design of the system. Section V demonstrates the prototype of the system and presents the case study. Section VI discusses the advances and limitations of our research, indicates future work, and concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK A. ONLINE SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS APPLICATIONS
There are some online social network applications that exploit data from online social networks for event analysis and decision making. Most of the applications are related to the detection and analysis of crisis. The Twitris system [17] , [18] collects tweets from Twitter and extracts metadata such as timestamps and geo-coordinates. In this system, events are visualized by word clouds with temporal and spatial information. The TwitterReporter system [19] uses live Twitter data to identify breaking news events. The system uses document frequency to find breaking news topics and visualize them on the map. The topics and synonyms need to be predefined manually, which may require a lot of manual effort if the topics that the users care about cover a wide range. VOLUME 7, 2019 The SaferCity system [20] identifies public safety related incidents from social networks. It also incorporates data from traditional sources such as law enforcement authorities or other online public data. The data model of the system focuses on text, geo-coordinates and timestamps. In [21] , researchers use twitter data to detect earthquake in real-time. The temporal model and the spatial model, which are probability based models, are designed to detect and estimate the location of events. In [22] and [23] , the Media Watch on Climate Change, a public Web portal, captures and aggregates data from social networks and websites, and provides functions like topic tracking, visualization and search. The paper focuses on the functions, so there are not many implementation details about how data is modeled, processed and stored. The EARS system [24] also uses twitter data to report earthquake. The system focuses on the event detection method. It also provides geographical view and temporal view for visualization. The LITMUS system [25] integrates data from both social networks and physical sensors to detect the landslide. Most of these applications focus on their own particular analysis requirements. Thus, although these efforts are helpful in their own domains, the interoperability, reusability and extensibility of the applications are poor. When designing these applications, the ability to interoperate with other systems is not taken into consideration. The data models are usually embedded in hard-code. Although some systems may provide documents about the data model, they can be outdated. The data model cannot be reused, even if the access to the data is provided. Thus, different applications cannot cooperate with each other easily to make more sense of the data. Given some new analysis requirements, a new application that collects data, manages data and provides access to data needs to be developed from scratch. Or at least the existing applications should to be modified to a large extent. Besides, for an existing application, it is hard to integrate new analysis models and algorithms.
There are efforts on improving the interoperability of such applications by introducing the semantic web technologies. The Twarql system [26] collects data from Twitter stream, encodes the data in RDF (Resource Description Framework) [27] with well-known open vocabularies (e.g. FOAF [28] and SIOC [29] ), and delivers the data related to a given query. The system supports the query written in SPARQL [30] . However, although the interoperability of the system is enhanced by RDF and well-known open vocabularies, it does not use reasoning to fully benefit from the semantic representation. Besides, it is limited to the Twitter data. Maynard et al. [31] proposed a framework that includes data collection, semantic analysis, aggregation, semantic search and visualization tools. It is based on [32] , a text analysis and language processing toolkit. The core of the framework is semantic annotation and search, and the data source is Twitter. The entities and terms are associated with resources from Linked Open Data in order to provide semantic search. However, this work also targets at the Twitter data. Sentinel [33] uses BFO (Basic Formal Ontology) as the upper level ontology and the ontology in this system is encoded in OBO (Open Biomedical Ontologies or formerly Open Biological Ontologies). The system is built to facilitate policing with data from Twitter and other sources. The existing work that focuses on data from some specific online social network platforms is far from enough, since the good data sources for event analysis include not only different online social network platforms, but also news websites. A unified semantic model that can handle the heterogeneous data is more preferable to support event analysis applications. Besides, reasoning should be taken into consideration to benefit from the semantic web technologies.
B. SEMANTIC MODELING
The data model is one of the most important component in the system that involves storage, management and application of data. Semantic modeling is widely used since it outweighs traditional ER (Entity-Relationship) modeling and OO (Object-Oriented) modeling in dealing with heterogeneity. Tserpes et al. [34] proposed a model called SocIoS ontology. This model does not distinguish between the person and the user account. Besides, the model does not cover some important concepts such as the comment and the forwarding action, and does not provide specialized subclasses. In addition, the ontology is not linked to related open vocabularies. This work does not show how to use this model. Ma et al. [35] proposed a graph based concept model to provide a unified representation to integrate data from heterogeneous sources. This model is not based on the standard semantic web technologies. Thus, it cannot benefit from the shared semantics, and the model cannot be shared or directly accessed in standard ways. Krishnamurthy et al. [36] proposed the representation of social network patient data as evident-based knowledge, and build the Patient Data Knowledge Base to study comorbidities with social network patient data. In the knowledge base, the ontology focuses on medical concepts. Thus, the common concepts in online social networks are not studied. In [37] , a semantic data management application is reported. This work focuses on the management of derived data in scientific research activities. To link data derived in different research activities, an object model based on the PROV model [38] is proposed. This work focuses on the descriptive metadata. However, apart from the provenance metadata, for event analysis in online social networks, the diverse entities and relationships in the raw data are very valuable to make sense of the data. The semantic model should be able to express both data and metadata.
III. THE UNIFIED SEMANTIC MODEL
The unified semantic model is developed to represent both the heterogeneous data and metadata involved in cross-media event analysis. The objective of this model is to support the cross-media event analysis. This model includes the following features:
• It enables access to both the model and the data instances, which makes the model reusable, by using semantic web technologies and following linked data principles [39] .
• It supports reasoning, and thus hidden knowledge, which is mainly new relationships, can be discovered, and the consistency of the data can be checked.
• It mitigates the obstacle caused by heterogeneity, since the model is expressive and extensible, and schema mapping and data transformation methods are provided.
A. REQUIREMENTS AND OVERVIEW OF THE MODEL
The [40] and SPARQL. Secondly, a unified representation of the data is needed. The model should be able to express the heterogeneous data. It includes the raw data from different online social network platforms and the derived data which can be the intermediate product or the result of different analysis applications. Besides, the metadata which is mainly the provenance information should also be managed. The model should support generalization and specialization in order to define common properties in higher levels and organize concepts hierarchically, and thus unnecessary repetition can be avoided. Thirdly, the model should support data consistency checking and discovery of hidden knowledge. Data consistency checking assures the quality of datasets. Discovery of hidden knowledge can enrich the material for analysis. For example, if two people are connected by two unidirectional relationships 'follows' in both direction, it implies that they are connected by the bidirectional relationship 'friend'. Data consistency checking and hidden knowledge discovery can be achieved via rule based reasoning on ontologies, which makes the most use of the semantic web technologies used in modeling. Fourthly, the method to integrate online social data from different data sources is needed. The data sources include various online social networks, news websites, and existing corpora collected and published by other researchers. The components in the unified semantic model are shown in Figure 1 . The data models provide necessary abstraction of concepts involved in events analysis, which include the core classes and properties we proposed and the PROV model [38] . The core classes and properties provide a unified representation of online social data, which cover common concepts in an abstract level. They are detailed in Section III-B. The PROV model is used to manage the provenance metadata. This is detailed in Section III-C. The online social data and metadata are data instances of the data models mentioned above. The reasoning rules are used to check the data consistency, and to discover hidden knowledge such as hidden relationships and classification. See Section III-D for details and examples. With the schema mapping and data transformation rules, the data from online social network platforms and corpora can be integrated, and entities can be transformed into data instances of our model. The schema mapping and data transformation are detailed in Section III-E.
Before we take a close look at each component, some guidelines about the underlying representation of data are provided here. Ontology technologies are used to make our model accessible. The data model and the corresponding data instances are represented using RDF and OWL, which are stored in a RDF store. When defining classes and properties, well-known open vocabularies such as Schema.org [41] and FOAF are used. Accessible HTTP URIs, which are used as IRIs (Internationalized Resource Identifiers), are assigned to all the resources including classes, properties and instances, as the linked data principles suggest. For an element in the model, e.g. a property named isCommentBy or a class named NewsArticle, its URI links to the interpretation, which is in either human-readable format or machine-readable format. Thus, the advanced users that develop programs to interoperate with our system do not need to guess the semantic or refer to some documents, which may be outdated, missing, or poor in quality. The elements can be queried with SPARQL, and the model is exposed instead of being embedded in hard-code. Hence, the model can be reused easily. For the data instance, the URI links to the representation. This avoids the embarrassment that even though the existence of the resource is known, how to access it is not straightforward.
Apart from the underlying representation, how to handle multimedia is another problem. The online social data includes not only data in various basic types (e.g. text, number, timestamp) but also multimedia, including image, video and audio files. In addition to the multimedia file itself, the descriptive metadata is indispensable for retrieving and understanding it. For example, we may want to search for videos longer than 1 minute published by authority accounts related to a fire in the factory. The search cannot be answered without any additional information other than the video files themselves. This problem is tackled with the description strategy. The description strategy emphasizes the description of a resource rather than its representation [42] . We can even describe external resources or the resources that are not parsed in our system. Descriptive properties are defined to describe the multimedia and the relationship between entities. The instances of these properties can be added to the RDF store arbitrarily. These properties can be used to construct complex query involving multiple types of classes and properties in SPARQL. The URI of the entities which are data instances is linked to the representation. In our system, the multimedia file is saved to our system with an internal HTTP URI to it, the original URL is recorded in the dcterms:source property, and other properties about metadata are assigned. For data instances that are not multimedia, the human-readable representation is a webpage showing contents and properties. And for the machine-readable format, data-interchange formats such as JSON-LD, RDF/XML and RDF/Turtle are preferred. With the combination of representation strategy and description strategy, our model can handle heterogeneous resources in a better way, and support search for them.
B. CORE CLASSES AND PROPERTIES
To provide a unified representation of data, core classes are identified, along with the properties. Most of them are from raw data. The raw data is collected from various sources, including online news websites and online social networks. The schemas of the data from different sources are different in semantics and syntax. To make use of the generality, a topdown approach is used for the construction of the model. The core classes are defined in an abstract level. The properties of higher level classes are identified primarily. The properties include the object property (owl:ObjectProperty) of which the subject is another individual (data instances in OWL), and the data property (owl:DatatypeProperty) of which the subject is literal value with a specific datatype. When defining the classes and properties, some vocabularies from external ontologies such as Schema.org and FOAF are used. The core classes and some important relevant properties are as follows. Note that owl:disjointWith is used to guarantee that they share no common individuals, and classes 2) to 7) are from raw data.
1) EVENT
This is the only core class from the derived data, while the others are from the raw data. It represents the event happened online or offline, which triggers the diffusion of information and the online discussion between users. The events we care about can be further divided into subclasses to specify their category. The subclasses include public safety events, economical and financial events, political events and so on. The data properties of this class include start time, description, location, party and so on. The instances of object properties connect events to other entities. This class is used to organize data of other relevant classes from the aspect of event analysis.
2) ARTICLE
This class represents online published articles, including news articles on news websites, statuses on microblogs (such as tweets on Twitter), posts on blogs, and other online usercreated content. The data properties include text content, timestamp of publish. The object properties include which account published the article, which online platform it is on and which multimedia file appears in it and so on. The subclass UGC is defined to represent online user-created content in online social networks, which may be attached to some hashtags that represent topics and a geographic tag.
3) COMMENT
This class represents comments on articles. It is treated as a separate class, because it is semantically different from an article. The data properties include content and timestamp. The most important object property is which article the comment is on.
4) ACCOUNT
This class represents the abstract concept of any online account. The class OnlineAccount from FOAF is used. In our model, the subclass OSNAccount is defined to represent online accounts in online social networks. Then, the subclasses of OSNAccount are defined to represent accounts in specific online social network platform.
5) ONLINE PLATFORM
This class covers online social network platforms and online news websites, which are its two subclasses. Its instances are mainly used to identify these platforms, and there are few data properties except for the brief introduction.The most important object property is isHostedBy, whose domain includes classes such as Article, OnlineAccount and Comment.
6) AGENT
This class represents an abstract concept to cover people, organizations and groups. It is different from the class Account. Sometimes, we see that an account published an article, but we do not know who is exactly the owner of the account. An instance of this class may have multiple accounts on different online platforms. In our model, the obligatory data property is name. The class Agent from FOAF is used, and additional object properties on it are defined in our model.
7) MEDIA OBJECT
This class represents the multimedia file objects. The class MediaObject from Schema.org is used. The subclasses of it represents video, audio and image separately.
See Figure 2 for the classes mentioned above and the main object properties. The model in this figure is visualized by VOWL [43] . Only the main classes and properties are shown for conciseness. The blue nodes are classes from the external namespaces such as Schema.org and FOAF. The classes for derived data such as Topic, UnderlyingNetwork, DiffusionCascades and their corresponding properties, which are not shown here, are defined for specific analysis applications when needed.
C. PROVENANCE METADATA
The provenance metadata also includes information such as where data is collected from, how data is processed, what data and algorithms are used to generate the derived data. The provenance metadata is managed based on the PROV Model. The instances of metadata are also represented in RDF and OWL. Thus, the provenance metadata can be searched and reasoned in the same way as other data instances.
An example is shown in Figure 3 . The example indicates that the dataset weibo_dataset_3 was used in the annotation task sentimentAnnotationTask1, and a new dataset weibo_dataset_3_annotated was generated. A person named Jack acted as the role Annotator, as properties of the activity association association1 indicates.
D. REASONING
Reasoners can check the consistency and identify subsumption relationships. Customized rules in SWRL [44] can be added for the purpose of constraint, complement or refinement. Table 1 If the result is True, there are annotation activities performed by non-annotators. These non-annotators can be retrived by a select query. We can also declare those who have The schemas of the data from different sources are different in semantics and syntax. When developing crawlers to fetch data from online social networks and programs to load data from existing corpus, it is indispensable to deal with the heterogeneity. It reduces much work when the structure of data is considered at a more abstract level. Firstly, the source schema names (which are also called property names in the context of our model) are mapped into the unified semantic model. Usually the automatic mapping algorithms generate candidate mappings, and the final mappings are further verified and refined by the user. Then, the data instances are transformed based on the mappings.
The schema mapping for online social data is different from that for data in traditional relational databases in two aspects: (1) On one hand, the schema names of online social data are not always explicit. Although schema names are exposed for the data from existing corpus or the data fetched via the APIs provided by the online social network platforms, no schema name is provided for the data collected by webpage crawlers. Only the instances can be relied on. Besides, when developing the crawlers targeted at different platforms or ETL (Extract-Transform-Load) programs, it is preferable to have a unified model for reference. Thus, two methods are used to generate candidate mappings. One is based on the query of the data model. The other is based on instance-level similarity. (2) On the other hand, the structure of data on the same type of platform is similar, and such structure is easy to understand. For example, for someone who is familiar with the structure of data from Twitter, he/she can easily master the structure of data from Weibo (a popular Chinese microblog platform). In our unified semantic model, common properties are defined for classes in abstract level, and specific properties are defined for subclasses. By exploring this hierarchy, users can easily find the target properties needed.
1) THE SCHEMA MAPPING BASED ON THE QUERY OF THE DATA MODEL
This mapping method is mainly for the advanced users who have basic knowledge about the structure of online social data. Firstly, the user identifies which top level class the given source schema name belongs to. Secondly, the subclasses of this class are fetched by a query. Thirdly, given a subclass, every property whose domain is this class can be fetched. Finally, the user chooses the target property. An example is shown in Section V-B-1).
2) THE SCHEMA MAPPING BASED ON INSTANCE-LEVEL SIMILARITY
This mapping method is for users that do not have intuitional knowledge about the structure of online social data. The idea of this mapping method is that if the source property and the target property are similar in the length of their values, they are likely to compose a ideal mapping.
Let n b = |b| be the length of a property value b. Consider a target property P, the length of its values can be divided into intervals as
and
where k denotes the number of intervals, n min denotes the minimum length of the value of P and n max denotes the maximum length. Note that to handle the boundaries properly, 
where I {x} is an indicator function that returns 1 when the condition x is true, and it returns 0 otherwise. Consider a source property P source . A sample set S ⊆ {b|(a, b) ∈ P I source } of values of this property is selected randomly. The similarity between the source property and the target property is defined as
There is a special case. When n max = n min , the similarity is 1 if n = n max = n min , or 0 otherwise. With this similarity, the user can sample a set of property values of the source property, and use the samples to evaluate the similarity of a set of target properties. In the end, the target property is chosen from the sorted list of candidate mappings, and the schema mapping rules are constructed.
As for data transformation, the basic rule template of data transformation for data properties is simpler than object properties. For data properties, the transformation assigns the value of properties properly, which can be expressed as:
The original URLs are used to determine if two entities are the same, and P 1 ∼ P 2 denotes an accepted mapping between the two schema names. New individuals are created if they do not exist. The format or datatype of the value is converted if necessary.
However, for object properties, building relationships between individuals is more complex. This situation also includes the links to binary file objects. These relationships are object properties, which are not expressed in a straightforward way. For example, if the data source is a relational database, the relationship is expressed as a foreign key to the ID of the referred object. If the data source is the crawler, the relationship is hidden behind the nested structure of the JSON data returned by the data fetching API provided by the online social network platform, or for a webpage crawler, the user who posted the posts in the current page can only be determined by referring to a HTML element outside the posts list block. Moreover, most of them are one-to-many or many-to-many. The identification, mapping, and transformation of this kind of relationships require some extra manual effort. After the rules are made, the ETL process can also be finished automatically by the program. In order to build the relationships between individuals, some common patterns are summarized in Table 2 .
For pattern 1 and pattern 2 mentioned in the table, the ETL program is told where and how to find the individuals involved in the object properties and create the object properties, instead of constructing the object properties for each individual manually. For the example in pattern 2, the IRI of the individual for every online platform is obtained using a query with the directory name as a parameter from our system. A new individual is created if it does not exist. Then, VOLUME 7, 2019 the isHostedBy property is assigned from every post under that directory to the platform.
For pattern 3, the property is manually assigned, since external knowledge is needed. Some similarity matching and clustering can facilitate the procedure.
The multimedia file objects can be treated as embedded. The copies of these files are saved into the system. For example, for the images or videos in an article, before the appearsIn property is assigned, each file is saved to the file system in our system and an internal URI is generated. Then, the dcterms:source is assigned from the internal URI to the original URI.
IV. THE CROSS-MEDIA EVENT ANALYSIS SYSTEM
Based on the unified semantic model, the cross-media event analysis system is constructed to facilitate the procedures from collection, transformation to the diverse intelligent analysis applications for social event analysis. The users include the normal users of the applications of the system and the advanced users who prefer to develop and run their own analysis programs that can interoperate with the system. Neither the design of specific crawlers to fetch data from online social network platforms nor the design of specific analysis applications is in the scope of our work. Guidelines and a demonstration are provided later for reference.
A. ARCHITECTURE
The system is divided into several layers, and then the tasks can be solved independently. The architecture is shown in Figure 4 .
The bottom layer is the data persistence layer. Here, hybrid approaches to store data are used. Although there are many existing storage systems that use different data models and provide diverse features, the complexity of social data requires a combination of them. E.g., for a large number of the videos, each of which is normally much larger in bytes than text, the distributed file system is a better choice than the file system of a single machine.
Upon the data persistence layer, there is the data model layer, of which the core is the unified semantic model. The layer does not care about where the data is stored, and leaves this task to the data persistence layer.
Upon the data model layer, there are the applications. The applications implemented within the system mainly provide searching and browsing of the basic information about an event from multiple aspects. Some advanced analysis features are also provided. Users can interact with the applications in two ways-via Web User Interface (Web UI), which is for normal users or via application program interfaces (APIs) which is for advanced users who want their own analysis programs to interoperate with the applications.
Different from many other systems, the data collected in real-time from online social networks or imported in batch from existing datasets does not directly go into the persistence layer in our system. The well defined APIs are the bridge. Thus, the data in the system will not be messed up easily. By decoupling, the crawlers and the ETL programs can focus on their own job.
B. DATA PERSISTENCE LAYER
The data persistence layer contains the RDF store, the relational database, the distributed file system and the index engine. Since the unified semantic model and the data instances are represented in RDF, they are handled by the RDF store. The data in the RDF store is in the form of triples. In this way, we do not have to create separate table for every subclass or create a table covering every property, which can avoid the problem of sparsity that the relational database faces. The relational database is used as an auxiliary. It is mainly used to store the data which is not used to respond to the SPARQL query or is not directly parsed in the system, especially the derived data in analysis applications. Internal URIs are attached to the representation generated from records. The structure of tables only covers a few properties, which are simple and fixed. For example, the raw webpage of news article, the time series and the information diffusion cascade are stored in the relational database, and the corresponding records are fetched by IDs and transformed into representation when the internal URIs are accessed. Note that the relational database can also be replaced by a keyvalue store. The distributed file system stores multimedia files. Internal URIs are attached to the files.
The RDF store focuses on supporting the SPARQL query, most of its implementations are not good at full-text search. Thus, it is more feasible to use a specialized external index engine to support full-text search by indexing the data. The indexed properties include the title and content of an article, the description of an event, the description of a user account and so on.
C. DATA COLLECTOR
The data collector is designed to collect data from crawlers for fetching new data from online social network platforms and news websites, or from ETL programs for existing corpus. This component acts as the bridge between the heterogeneous data from different sources and the data instances of the unified semantic model in the system. The data collector is built upon the message queue paradigm to handle both real-time data and batch data. It consists of three parts: the producer, the message queue and the consumer. Some provenance metadata is generated when processing the data. The producer sends data which is transformed into triples that adhere to the unified data model to the queue. The producer integrated in the crawler deals with real-time data. For batch data, the producer may be a program that reads a file or a program that loads data from a relational database. The consumer receives the data, checks it and loads it to the system.
D. INTERFACE DESIGN
There is a Web UI for normal users and an API for advanced users who want to run their own program over the data. The Web UI provides both basic functions such as search, information display, and data visualization, with the hyperlink between related items. There are also some experimental analysis applications integrated in our system. The API is mainly designed to provide access to the data for third-party programs developed by users.
In the Web UI, two types of search are supported. One is the full-text search. Given a keyword, no matter in which part (such as title of a news article, content of a comment, event description or user's nickname) it appears, the relevant items are returned. Basic boolean operators and wildcards are also supported. The other is the semantic search, which is based on SPARQL. The query results are displayed in tables. For each item such as event, account, agent, and article, there is an information page that provides both basic information and statistical information. The basic information includes the date of publication of an article, the gender of a user and the description of an event. An example of the statistical information is the geographic distribution map of the number of users that discussed about an event. The experimental analysis applications implement analysis algorithms and models, and the analysis tasks usually take a while. Thus, the result is not returned immediately.
In the API, interfaces are exposed as URLs, and the data is mainly returned in JSON-LD. The JSON-LD format attaches context to map the property names to their IRIs, which provide semantics. The keyword-based full-text search and the semantic search based on SPARQL are also provided. The instance can also be accessed by specifying its IRI.
V. DEMONSTRATION AND CASE STUDY
In the prototype system, Apache Jena Fuseki is used as the RDF store and MySQL is used as the relational database. SeaweedFS, a distributed file system, is used for storing file objects. The full-text search is supported by Whoosh, a Python search engine library. The Web UI and the API are implemented in Python based on the web framework Flask. Some polular and useful front-end libraries such as DataTables, Chart.js, Moment.js and Animate.css are used to enhance the user experience. The schema mapping and data transformation programs are also written in Python. The TBox of the model is created with the help of Protege [45] . The reasoning is implemented based on SWRLAPI [46] and the SWRLAPI Drools Engine [47] . Crawlers that target at online news websites and online social network platforms popular in China such as Weibo and Zhihu are developed to fetch data automatically and constantly. A small part of data that is valuable and hard to obtain is collected manually.
In the rest of this section, to show the advantages of our unified semantic model, first, the features of our cross-media events analysis system which is based on the model are compared to related work. The search functions with and without our unified semantic model are compared. Then, case study for the schema mapping methods and three analysis applications based on the model and the system are presented. Table 3 shows the feature comparison of our cross-media events analysis system based on our unified semantic model (CMEAS-USM for short in the table) and other systems and models in related work. From the table we can see that other systems cannot provide all the features that our CMEAS-USM provides.
A. COMPARISON 1) FEATURE COMPARISON

2) SEARCH WITH AND WITHOUT THE UNIFIED SEMANTIC MODEL
One of the most important advantage of our unified semantic model is the support of semantic search, since the model is based on RDF and OWL. The semantic search enables the user to describe what they want more accurately. Here, the keyword-based search and semantic search functions are presented, and then they are compared in evaluation.
a: KEYWORD-BASED SEARCH
The keyword-based search is the basic search function. For example, given 'fire' as the keyword, every item that contains it is returned. The example of the result is shown in Figure 5(a) . Then, the user can explore the pages of related items connected by hyperlinks, e.g., the detail page of an event which consists of description and visualized analysis result ( Figure 5(c) ), the detail page of a user account ( Figure 5(d) ) and the detail page of an article ( Figure 5(b) . The links to the original external resources (Figure 5 (e) and Figure 5 (f)) are also provided.
b: SEMANTIC SEARCH
The semantic search is supported by SPARQL. By constructing a query written in SPARQL, the user can specify both data properties and object properties as conditions. For example, the following query searches for the organizations that have accounts on both Weibo and Zhihu. Table 4 .
c: EVALUATION AND COMPARISON
The search functions in our system are evaluated and compared. When we apply the evaluation, there are 43 events in the system. The maximum number of posts that belong to an event is 171 and the minimal number of posts that belong to an event is 21. Entities that related to these posts such as user accounts, agents and multimedia files are saved in the system. Some information needs are designed for evaluation. The information needs can be divided into 5 categories: event, VOLUME 7, 2019 topic, article, user account and agent. There are 20 information need descriptions in each category. And 5 researchers who master SPARQL are invited to read these descriptions and use both the keyword-based search function and the semantic search function. Then each evaluation measure is average over researchers and queries. See Table 5 and 6 for the result.
The recall of the top k entities (recall@k) in the result is used as the main evaluation measure, as shown in Table 5 . It is defined as:
where Rel represents the set of relevant entities, Res represents the set of entities returned by the query, and Res [1..k] represents the top k entities returned by the query. Here, we consider k = 10 and k = 20.
As the result shown in Table 5 , the recall@k of the semantic search function is better than that of the keyword-based search function. We also notice that when the description contains properties that can be used to construct the query in a formal way, the semantic search function can return the desired result easily. However, it requires the understanding of the model and the mastery of SPARQL. The former can be done by searching and exploring the model or viewing the visualization of the model, thanks to that the model is accessible.
We prefer recall to precision because for the semantic search, the result is a set of entities that strictly match the conditions in the query statement. Almost every entity in the result is relevant when enough conditions are added into the query statement. Hence, the precision cannot reflect the effectiveness. In this case, what users value more is whether the system can provide relevant result, which makes the recall a better measure. However, the precision of the top k entities (precision@k) in the result is also evaluated, as shown in Table 6 . It is defined as :
There are cases where |Rel| < k when k is big, and the minimum number of relevant entities in our evaluation is 3. Thus, even if a search function only returns relevant entities, the precision@k is still less than 1 when k > 3. Here, we consider k = 5 and k = 10. From Table 6 we can see that the semantic search is better, as expected. 
B. CASE STUDY FOR ADVANCED ANALYSIS APPLICATIONS
Here, the case study shows how to integrate data with the help of the schema mapping methods. Besides, to show how to exploit the unified semantic model for analysis applications, the data accessing and processing procedures for three advanced analysis applications are also presented.
1) SCHEMA MAPPING
With the help of the schema mapping based on the query of the data model, advanced users can have an intuitional understanding of the unified semantic model, when developing programs to interact with our system. The result can also be exported and visualized in the form similar to Figure 2 . For example, after an entity in the source data that can be classified as the article is identified, with the query Table 7 for a snippet of the result of this query. The column c represents the class or subclass of Article, and p represents the property. The column t represents whether the class c is the rdfs:domain or rdfs:range of the property, and the column x represents the class on the other end of the property.
To show the effectiveness of the schema mapping method based on instance-level similarity, we apply the schema mapping on three corpora: a Weibo dataset that contains comments and statuses, a news dataset contains comments and news articles, and a user account dataset. The reciprocal rank of the correct target property is used for evaluation, which is defined as:
Then it is averaged over properties. A higher rank of the correct target property indicates a better mapping result, and ideally, the rank of correct target property is 1. Thus, a larger average reciprocal rank means a better result. The result is shown in Table 8 . We can see that the average reciprocal rank on the news dataset is the highest among the three datasets, and that on Weibo dataset is the lowest. The average reciprocal rank on the user account dataset is in the middle. This is probably because the difference of the length range of the properties in the news dataset is larger, which makes it easier to distinguish between properties. For the Weibo dataset, there are more properties and the difference of length range is lower.
2) DIFFUSION CASCADE VISUALIZATION
In diffusion analysis, visualizing the information diffusion cascade can give us the basic understanding of the result of the diffusion. To construct the cascade, the nodes and directed edges in the cascade are fetched by executing a query which retrieves forwarded status connected by the isForwardedFrom property under a given microblog status. Then, the graph file is constructed using these nodes and edges. The graph file can be visualized by Gephi. Figure 6 shows an example of the information diffusion cascade. The cascade is constructed by a controversial Weibo status, which caused thousands of forwarding then. From the figure we can see that although many forwarded statuses are directly forwarded from the original status, there are also many small clusters, which indicates that subforwarded statuses are forwarded from several forwarded statuses.
3) SOURCE LOCATING
There are many pieces of information triggered by an event spreading in the network. Consider a piece of information whose source in the network is unknown, the source locating method can infer the source. Figure 7 shows the processing procedures of applying the source locating method in our previous research [48] . Note that the gray rectangle represents the raw data and the white rectangle represents the intermediate data derived in processing. To infer the source, the source locating method mainly takes two inputs: the activation time vector t and the estimated time delay matrix Q. Articles and sampled accounts are used to find who became active and when it happened, and then the activation time vector is obtained. Friendships that can construct the underlying network are obtained by searching for entities connected by isFriendOf. The forwarded statuses are used to compute the mean time delay. Then, by applying the minimum hops path weighted length algorithm, the estimated time delay matrix is obtained.
4) POPULARITY ANALYSIS
Popularity analysis focuses on the increment of discussion over time. The time series can be visualized to show the trend of the popularity. Given a set of instances of Article, e.g. Weibo status, about an event, the time series can be constructed by extracting, sorting and counting the data property VOLUME 7, 2019 timestampOfPublish. Figure 8 shows a visualized time series that represents the popularity of an event. The event is about a fire happened in June 2017. The time series can be further used as input for popularity prediction [5] .
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, aiming at bridging the gap between the heterogeneous raw data and the analysis applications for crossmedia events analysis in online social networks, a unified semantic model based on the semantic web technologies is proposed. The model is very expressive to cover entities in both raw data and derived data. It also contains both abstract and concrete classes, and can be extended without much effort. The model itself can be accessed and queried easily in a standard way, unlike traditional models which may be embedded in hard-code. Thus, the model is of high interoperability. Moreover, by supporting reasoning, it is very convenient to check the consistency of the data and discover hidden knowledge. We also present the design of the cross-media event analysis system. In demonstration and case study, the comparison shows the advantages of our work. The case study shows the applicability and effectiveness of our model and system. In the demonstration and case study, the recall and precision of top k entities is used to evaluate and compare the two search functions. The semantic search function with our unified semantic model has better recall and precision than the keyword base search function, which cannot benefit from the unified semantic model. When more information is provided, if the user masters the query language SPARQL, the information can become conditions formally described in the query. This makes the query a more accurate description of the user's information need. However, the user needs to have some basic understanding of the model. This can be done by searching and exploring the model, or viewing the visualization of the model. The semantic search function also makes it easier to fetch data for various applications. In schema mapping, when the length range of properties varies a lot, the length of values of these properties can be used to distinguish them.
Our work has some limitations. While this work focuses on the data model, the cross-media analysis system involves many research topics besides the data model. Some important components that can be further studied include the search function, the lower layer storage system, and new analysis algorithms and models. In the future work, we will investigate the optimization of the RDF storage to improve the performance, and further explore the application of reasoning to promote the value of the data. 
